
3) Gammas rev up what cells?  

 
A. 1) Gammas are made by activated CD4 and CD8 T-cells.  

 
2) THEY rev up PHAGOCYTOSIS.  

 
3) This by those NK, macrophages, neutrophils and revs up MHC I and 

II antigen presentation, which is like a plate of food that attracts the 
phyagocytes. Finally, Gammas revs up B-cell antibody production.  

 
Q. ok, BIG POINT:  

 
You have to understand the basics of activation. IF say an antigen 

presenting cell (Dendrocyte, B-cell, Macrophage) [T-CELL ARE NOT 
ANTIGEN PRESENTING!!!!], binds an antigen (virus), then 

CROSSLINKING occurs and the cell gobbles up antigen and then 

PRESENTS IT ON THE SURFACE. A lot of you know that, but THEN you 
must follow the storyline. And lovely young helper T cell comes along 

and attaches or holds hands with the antigen presenting cell. THEN, 
the T-helper cell "blushes red" and is so happy she throws out IL-2, IL-

4, and IL-5 that stimulate both B-cells and T-cells (IL-2 here). Some of 
the activated B-cells from what kind of cells in the secondary response 

and what is the most common surface Ig?  
A. A few activated B-cells turn INTO MEMORY CELLS (BEFORE, THEY 

WERE PLASMA CELLS), and they usually have IgG on top of them for 
rapid response to reexposure.  

 
IMMUNO IS REALLY TOUGH SO I HOPE YOU GUYS DON'T GET TOO 

MANY QUESTIONS, BUT THE GOOD THING IS THAT THE NBME 
IMMUNO QUESTIONS OFTEN RANGE FROM SUPER BASIC TO SUPER 

DUPER HARD.  

GET THE EASY ONES RIGHT!  
 

 
Q. cannot break the copyright rules, but there was a question where 

the concept I can describe so you won't miss it.  
 

IT is very very basic. They, many of you will get variations of the same 
concept where you are given a pic. of that infamous Y shaped Antibody 

and there are like a thousand questions about same concept. Like, let 
me make up something original but applicable:  

 
1) Is the Constant Light Chain region part of Fab fragment or Fc 

fragment?  



 

2) Is the CARBOXY terminal part of the constant or variable region?  
(There are ways with arrows to address this, so know this)  

 
3) What kind of bonds KEY PT, holds the chains together?  

 
 

A. 1) Fab fragment  
 

2) Heavy chain  
 

3) Disulfide bonds, know which drugs can cleave these....  
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GET the concepts  

 
Q. 1) Give that famous Y antibody with arrows, where does 

complement bind (Fc or Fab portion?)?  
 

2) POINT to where CMV virus attaches.  
 

3) Where can I find sugar side chains?  
 

 
A. 1) Fc portion  

 
2) Both L and H hypervariable regions  

 

3) Fc fragment  
 

 
Q. KNOW that LIGHT chains only lie in the AMINO TERMINAL and are 

part of only the Fab fragment!!!!  
 

Q. SUPER DUPERS:  
 

MOst know that babies have IgG from Mom until 6 months of age (a 



key pt like ..uh on a graph), can the baby defend itself against syphilis 

at one month?  
 

A.  
YES, the feus can make IgM.  

 
 

Q. 1)Whoa! you see an EM of an Ig that is a dimer. Where in the body 
is it found and MOA? Does this fix complement?  

 
2) Whoa! you see an EM of an Ig pentamer! What's so special here?  

 
3) The only Ig to cross the placenta, this dude is most dominant in 2nd 

response about is what percent of total Ig?  
 

4) You see an Ig in a baby's cord blood that the IMMUNOLOGIST tells 

you is rather unknown what it does? what is it?  
 

5) You see an EM of an Ig that binds a basophil on a smear! Does this 
one fix complement? What else is special here?  

 
A. 1) IgA (also can be monomer). See in saliva, tears, gut, vagina, etc.  

 
2) IgM is the PRIMARY response, most efficient in aggultination  

 
3) IgG of course - 75% of all  

 
4) IgD  

 
5) IgE, anaphylactic allergies DOES NOT FIX COMPLEMENT.  

 

[for example you may be asked a patient has a hookworm infection, 
which Ig is reved up? = IgE, right, remember?]  

 
 

Q. OHHHH! Superkey!  
 

T/F, Delayed hypersenitivity is a function of antibodes, right, huh?  
A. NOOOOO.  

 
Type IV Delayed is CD4 T-cells! Common mistake!  

 
Q. Great question:  
 


